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The Dome Wizard allows you to safely clean mounted pan tilt zoom (PTZ) enclosures, static enclosures and 

mini domes without the use of expensive booms, lift trucks or ladders, all done safely from the ground level. 

Dome Wizard installs on common acme thread found on some of the most common threaded extension poles. 

Mitts are removable and replaceable, as well as machine washable. 

1. Apply dome cleaning solution to moisten your mitt, making sure it's not too moist but moist enough to 

clean the surface. Spraying fine mist on Mitt surfaces that will come in contact with lens is the best way 

to apply to micro-fiber mitt material.  Only use Acrylic safe Window or Monitor cleaners, especially 

those with anti-static agents work best. 

2. Make sure the Dome Wizard is firmly affixed to the extension pole using clockwise threading onto 

extension pole, and adjusted to proper height to reach enclosure lens.  

3. For static enclosures (fixed tubular style enclosures with flat lens window), use the outside portion of the 

microfiber cleaning mitt to clean the flat lens surface.  

4. For Minidomes and PTZ enclosures with bubble style lens covers, spread the Wizards fingers around the 

dome lens and lightly pulse the Dome Wizard up and down applying light pressure, on the down stroke 

give it a slight Clockwise twist. Light pressure is all that is needed for crystal clear results. Depending 

on lens dirt condition, a few turns around the lens should complete process.   

Dome Wizard Tips  

On heavier soiled lens bubbles, Dotworkz suggests that you use two separate mitts with a two-step process:  

 First do a pre-clean with the solution applied on first mitt for cleaning the lens 

 Then follow up with a fresh clean & dry mitt for a finishing polish to the lens. 

For a visual video demonstration, see our website links: 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7568003474200956020# 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHovWcXhffs 

Dome Wizard Options are sold as: 
One Dome Wizard Cleaning head with integrated Micro-fiber Mitt, or 
Dome Wizard Kit with 3 extra mitts, 30 ft. extension pole, and cleaning fluid, or 
Extension Pole sold separately 
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